Sacramento City College  
Campus-Wide Issue/Concern Form

Committee or Individual: Associated Student Government  
Date Submitted: 5/3/06

Issue/Concern: Relocation of the R.I.S.E. office

Signature of Initiator(s): Signature on file for: Natasha Young, Francisco Sobaro, RISE Student

Provide information, which succinctly but fully discusses the issue/concern (if necessary, add additional pages).

A. Describe the issue/concern:
RISE was supposed to move to a larger location and the move was terminated. (Natasha Young)

RISE office relocation was halted and terminated. (Francisco Sobaro)

Violation of AB175, the halt of the RISE move from AJ5A to A1. Students want to know what alternatives to more space we have. RISE students feel disrespected by SCC administrators and feel as though our program isn’t acknowledged as a vital asset to SCC. (RISE student)

B. What do you recommend or suggest solving this issue/concern?
The ASG would like to see RISE relocated to a more appropriate sized location ASAP. (N.Young)

Please locate and offer us a room that may properly facilitate the growing number of students that use the services and resources of RISE. (F. Sobaro)

The RISE program provides services to resources to all SCC students. The program has supported and changed lives of students college careers. The RISE program is expanding and it’s obvious in need of more space. (RISE student)

C. How will this recommendation support the success of SCC students and benefit the campus community?
RISE is an important program to SCC students and to the ASG. The lack of space has had negative effects on students access to the program. (N.Young)

By moving the RISE program to a larger location more students will be able to use the RISE program’s services including better accessibility to students that use wheel chairs. The noise level will also be reduces for tutoring to commence without as much disruption. (F. Sobaro)

More space will provide a more safe environment to study, to get tutored, and a more comfortable space for all RISE students. (RISE student)

Please return this form to the Process Coordinator, Nelle Moffett, RN 221. The Initiator will be notified within 5 working days as to the committee or council that will review this issue/concern.
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